
 

Autumn/Winter 2022 

Newsletter 

Welcome to the latest edition of your dental practice newsletter.  

As memories of heat waves and hosepipe bans start to fade, we gear up for the cooler months and 

dig out the bobble hats. 

Here at the practice, we are pleased to have Natalie back from maternity leave to add to our 

experienced team. We also realised the other day that Andy and Greg have now been at the helm of 

the practice for over 16 years – where did that time go!  

Practice communications 

Most of you will have managed by now to complete your routine forms in advance of your 

appointment through the link to the online portal contained in your reminder message from us. Please 

remember to continue to do this before each appointment. 

If you have any questions or need to contact us for any reason you also have the option to email us as 

well as using the phone. The email address to use is: reception@stalybridgedentalcare.co.uk 

Tooth erosion 

These days there are a lot of acidic type drinks available. They are becoming normal to consume in 

high quantities and teeth cannot withstand this amount of acid. The acid erodes the surface “enamel” 

of teeth, gradually wearing it away until the inner sensitive “dentine” is exposed. The dentine is softer 

and so erodes faster and can be sensitive to hot, cold and sweet food/drinks. 

But you can avoid doing damage to your teeth by simply avoiding these acidic drinks. Drinks with a 

particularly high acid content are any fruit juices, fizzy drinks (including sparking water), fruit teas and 

fruit flavoured cordials and sports drinks. Eating a lot of citrus fresh fruit at multiple times in the day will 

also cause problems (although a moderate amount is healthy). If you do have fruit, it is best to rinse 

your mouth with water afterwards to wash away as much acid as possible and avoid brushing your 

teeth for at least 1 hour. 

This does narrow down your drink options as unfortunately the only safe things for teeth are water, milk 

and tea/coffee (without sugar!). However, if you mainly stick to these safe drinks between meals and 

just save the acidic type drinks for meal times and special occasions then that should prevent tooth 

erosion from progressing. If you are worried about symptoms of tooth erosion then feel free to contact 

the practice for advice. 

Invite only for new patients currently 

We are still very busy at present so are just accepting new patients who are friends and family of our 

loyal current patients. If you know someone who is wanting to join the practice as a long term 

permanent patient then we would be very happy to see them. 

 

Best wishes from all the team at Stalybridge Dental Care. 
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